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Discover Exactly How You Can Quickly And Easily Create And Sell Your Own eBooks Online And Get

Rich In The Process! In this book, I leave nothing out. You'll discover all the latest killer information you'll

need, from developing, to creating, to marketing your own ebooks online. Who is this ebook suitable for?

The eBook Success Blueprint is suitable for...... Internet newcomers or seasoned internet marketers

Anyone with or without any writing experience People of all ages Anyone looking to make extra money

online People who deserve more than what they have at the moment but until now have'nt found the

answer to what they were looking for. In short, this book is for you. Here's a brief summary of what is

included in The eBook Success Blueprint.... The hidden resources, you can use for free to choose your

ebook topic How to get someone else to write the ebook for you, for free! How to create your ebook.

(Choose the wrong option and you'll be losing sales immediately) How to create a killer sales letter. (We'll

show you exactly how, with copywriting tips from the experts) How to create your website without learning

HTML You'll discover all the no cost and low cost ways to market your ebook. (Forget FFA pages,

safelists and classified ads, we'll show you how to really make money) How to take your ebook to the next

level of success. (Most people fail without this knowledge) How to test and track all your marketing efforts

with 100 deadly accuracy. So you can guarantee you'll make money with everything you do! A hidden

resource that will send you the top searched for words and phrases from the search engines, direct to

your inbox every single week, absolutely free! With this information, you'll easily create an ebook that will

be in high demand. The Quick and easy layout formula you will use for your ebooks, that makes it ultra

simple to write a huge amount, without even realising it! (You'll never have to worry about not having

enough to write about again) How to create PDF ebooks that can be used on any computers (ie PC and

MAC compatible) without buying Adobe Acrobat Writer. (A $299 saving!) You'll discover the 7 Quick and

Easy Headline Formulas - Your Instant Reference Guide To Creating Dynamic, Attention-Getting

Headlines. (It is commonly found that 5 times as many people read the headline as the body copy. So

you'll need this to create the perfect headlines) How to write killer ad copy just like the professionals.

Learn this and you'll have people falling over themselves to give you their credit card details! How to
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create a professional, formatted web page to sell your ebook, without learning HTML. (This is so easy,

even a child could do it!) How you can easily accept credit card payments. (Takes less than 5 minutes to

set up and you have no monthly or annual fees) How to avoid the one fatal error many people make,

when choosing their hosting package. (If you don't avoid this error, your site will be shut down) The quick

and easy FTP guide. Discover how to easily transfer your files to and from your server, with full simple

instructions and even pictures! How to choose the perfect domain name. How to price your ebook for

maximum profit. The Irresistable Joint Venture Formula. This lets you fly under the radar of large ezine

owners and have them more than willing to announce your ebook to their list. The hidden resource that

you can use to advertise to lists of 100,000+ for just $20. (This has nothing to do with safelists, FFA

pages, free classified ads or spam. This actually works!) How to optimize your website for a high search

engine position. (Make sure you don't lose out on all that free traffic) How to create your own ezine and

build a list of potentially thousands of people, who you can market to over and over again. It really is true -

The Money Is In The List. How to use autoresponders effectively. These are one of the easiest and best

tools you can use to make huge profits. How to start your own affiliate program and get hundreds or even

thousands of people selling your ebooks for you. Imagine having your own huge sales team that you only

ever pay when they make a sale. You simply cannot lose. I'll do even better than that, I'll show you how

you can set up your own affiliate program, for free! In no time at all, you'll have people selling your ebooks

for you. All you will be doing is counting the money that will be coming in! The Big Mistake many people

make with their online businesses. This mistake is the key between success and failure. If you avoid this

mistake, you'll make tons more money and make it a lot faster!
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